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< p > with the continuous development of basketball, more and more people think basketball is more and more important, for favorite
shoes, sneaker enthusiasts, obsessed with shoes, playing, shopping, work shoes is subdivided, during exercise they will according
to the different exercise selection and collocation of different shoes, and to the field, more and more friends like showing self
personality, with a both shining shoes to decorate their daily life. Today we basketball report leading role Wade Lining " white
diamond " (Wade Diamond " White" LI-NING;), is such a pair of shoes full of personal color. < br / > as Li Ning signed player, Miami
Heat star Dwyane Wade, and a keen sense of fashion is always one of his personal label, Wade scored games like Tannangquwu
like relaxed, he can always find the opponent's weakness and give each other a fatal blow lead team to get the final victory, and on
the field of wade like gentleman elegant, to fashion a single product control also has attained perfection, in the past, Li Ning, the
company also live up to expectations create wade a large number of products to meet the needs of the majority of consumers and
wade fans. In front of this pair of Wade Lining diamond " white diamond " (Wade Diamond " White" LI-NING;) is such a product. "
white diamond " the high design, compared with low shoes, normal wear real hightops more to test our collocation ability, if
collocation is proper just down the benefits of high design often give people a bright eyes, and I find everything fresh and new feeling,
Wade also hope that his fans have a unique on the cognitive, fashion collocation " white diamond " the upper is made of cow two
skins collocation synthetic leather, cloth, shoes and the inspiration it is very easy to distinguish, that is used as the foundation of all
diamonds, with leather with molding process has not only reflected the diamond faceted texture, proper beauty, the more a
continuation of Wade road in the summer launch series boots facet (Facets) inspiration, forming a strong lineage continuation. The
use of metal stereo laces buttonholing, let shoes again in detail to make the wearer out of the ordinary! < p > just vamp seizes the
person eyeball, which may not Wade and Li Ning, want to give to the ultimate answer to many sneaker lovers, Wade drill in bottom
using EVA slow earthquake material, also equipped with full palm Bounse+ cushioning technology, super slow shock configuration to
achieve the soft cushioning and comfort first role, so that the wearer has a pair of is not only full of cool appearance, wearing the
ultimate comfort shoes! looks cool, excellent performance, do you think this a few words simply enough to summarize Wade's drill?
Certainly not! The details of this pair of shoes also succeed not to, symbol of Wade's most important digital "3" in the shape of a
diamond shoelace buckle is placed in front of the lacing system, Wade personal logo as >
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